
It is geared towards your child from 3-5 years of age and are intended to smoothly transition your 
child into kindergarten, encourage self- dependence, boost self- esteem and develop talents. Our 
program provides learning experiences to enhance your child’s social, emotional. Academic, 
cognitive and developmental growth. 

Environment 

We provide a variety of learning experiences to foster the love of learning through fun, exploration, 
experimentation and hands on activities.

The room is divided into learning centers that focus on different areas like Language Arts, Math, 
Science, Home Living, Sensory, Large and small manipulative and Arts & Crafts

Each room is equipped with a library and listening centers, books and audio tapes enhance the 
curricular activities.

A posted daily schedule, weekly curriculum and monthly calendar of special events are posted and 
provide parents the opportunity to be involved in their child’s day. Daily take home worksheets and 
samples of concept and skill activities keeping parents informed of their child’s progress. Ability 
profiles are regularly maintained, and parent-teacher conferences are held periodically to graph 
your child’s progress and ensure that your expectations are being met and exceeded.

Preschool Curriculum: Frog Street and Abeka 

Frog Street Pre-K is a comprehensive, research-based program that integrates instruction across 
developmental domains and early learning disciplines. The program is engaging for both teachers 
and children. The cornerstones of the program include.

• An extensive integration of theme, disciplines, and domains
• Social and Emotional development includes Dr Becky Bailey’s Conscious Discipline.
• Differentiated instruction
• Joyful approach to learning

We believe that on one method of instruction is all comprehensive we have also implemented the 
Abeka curriculum which is a phonics-based curriculum.

The curriculum includes Language Arts, Math, science, and Social Studies.

Fine, Gross and Group Motor Activities are encouraged with a variety of small and large 
manipulative, like puzzles, table toys, floor puzzles, tying, folding, buttoning, and circle time 
activities.

Sensory and cognitive skills like discriminating shapes, sizes, colors, textures, sounds and smells 
are enhanced using developmental toys.



Language development. Our whole languages approach to learning includes letter songs, alphabet 
stories, verbal dictation, phonics. Letter formation, vocabulary building, journal writing and reading 
readiness

Storytelling, puppets, flannel boards and finger play add to the language experience and build on 
vocal and language skills.

Math concepts are taught through integrated approaches, visual presentation, small manipulatives 
and hands on activities, groups activities. Counting, critical thinking, problem solving and one on 
one instruction.

Science and Social studies are part of the curriculum and help children explore a different concept 
each week in a hands-on way.

Topics focusing on Health and nutrition promote good health and hygiene habits.

Music plays a big role in encouraging musical movements and rhythm, language development, 
group plays, singing and dancing.

Out- door playground is equipped with a variety of outdoor gyms, slides, climbing equipment.


